*Side 1*

Scene 2. GREG enters. He spits towards Julie and Jinu.

JULIE  Hey! You can’t spit on people. There’s a pandemic going on!

GREG  And whose fault is that?

JULIE  Excuse me?

GREG  Stupid Asians.

(Greg leaves.)

Scene 8. Julie walks in a suburban neighborhood. GREG stands in front of her house, taking down a sign reading “Stop Asian Hate rally. Friday, 3pm. Roosevelt Park.”

GREG  These idiots.

JULIE  Hey! Stop!

GREG  If you don’t like America that much, go back to freaking China.

JULIE  I-It’s you.

GREG  You did this, huh? You’re mad I did that?

JULIE  How did you find my house? I’m calling the police.

GREG  I’m American. You can’t touch me. You’re not American. You can’t touch me.

JULIE  (on phone) Help, someone’s at my house-

GREG  Give me that.